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NGEC is NOT doing this
UPDATE OVERVIEW

• Last years annual meeting changes
• 514 - Equipment Capital
• Finance and Administrative and overview
• SOW
• New specification from Technical Committee
• Midwest states work
Members and by-laws

• State members increased to 12[from 11]
• By-laws were revised for participation
• New officers
514 (305+209)

• Developed a plan to increase transparency
• Increased state’s role in decision-making
• Increased collaboration
• Developed checks and balances
Finance and Administrative Task Force

• By law work
• Funding
• Budget revisions
• And corresponding Statement of Work
• No cost extension
• Funding
Technical Committee

- New specification
- Heart of the NGEC – specification development
- Procurement spec revisions
- Others using Technical Committee work
Questions?

Curtit and Szabo discuss Nissembaum's performance